Cone Setting Basket Guidelines

1. Employees shall use a retractable harness when utilizing the cone basket at all times.

2. When the cone setting basket is in operation and staffed, the vehicle speed shall not exceed 10 M.P.H.

3. The cone setting basket shall be in the down position at all times when an employee is in the basket.

4. This piece of equipment shall have a shadow vehicle behind it at all times when in operation, and an employee in the basket.

5. This piece of equipment doesn’t eliminate any other traffic standard for a moving operation. You will still need 3 crash trucks to follow the cone setting basket truck.

6. The vehicle operator shall have a view of the employee in the cone setting basket at all times.
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Background

Traffic cones serve many purposes in regards to safety. Whether you are redirecting traffic by using cones as a channeling device or trying to stop entry to a specific area, proper organization of traffic cones will help your event or operation go smoother. By setting the cones up to visually send messages to drivers and pedestrians, you can ensure a safe environment.

For More Information

Contact:
Bev Farraher
ADE Maintenance
651-234-7901
beverly.farraher@state.mn.us

Dewayne Jones
Maintenance Superintendent
651-237-7944
dewayne.jones@state.mn.us

Doug Thies
District Safety Administrator
651-366-5199
doug.thies@state.mn.us